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This paper describes the development of microfluidic passive samplers for the collection of live protists

from natural aquatic habitats. Microfluidic passive samplers provide several potential benefits over

existing sampling methods. For example, they offer greater versatility, higher throughput, and do not

require the disruption of specimens through the use of fixatives, stains, or by extraction. In lab testing, a

marine ciliate Cyclidium sp. was concentrated from 600 cells per mL in a laboratory microcosm to

above 2 � 108 cells per mL within individual microfluidic observation galleries. In field experiments, live

protists and other microorganisms were collected from surface water and sediment in a northeastern

Connecticut stream. Protists were accumulated to 1 � 107 cells per mL in individual observation galleries.

Concentrating and isolating protists enables high-resolution, long-term observation of live, unstained

protists. The compact arrangement of observation galleries facilitates high-throughput analysis. Sampler

versions were created that differed in the degree of channel branching, the spatial density of galleries,

and the size and shape of gallery entrance constrictions. Lab and field testing illustrated tradeoffs in

performance among sampler variations in terms of the fraction of occupied chambers, overall on-chip

biomass density, and in the types of protists and in the range of sizes of protists collected.

Recommendations are provided to facilitate the adoption of microfluidic passive samplers for

environmental characterization, research, and educational purposes.
Introduction

Protists are vital links in the carbon and nitrogen cycles in soil,
sediment, and surface water. Protistan predation increases
bacterial activity,1 increases the recycle rate of limiting nutri-
ents,2,3 and enhances the breakdown of anthropogenic
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compounds.4 Photosynthetic protists form the basis of much
aquatic productivity.5 Protists can also accumulate contami-
nants from the environment,6 thereby making them available to
higher trophic levels. Protists can serve as environmental
reservoirs for human pathogens.7,8 The composition of the
protistan community structure is used as a diagnostic for
wastewater treatment effectiveness.9,10

Currently, protist communities are reconstructed using a
combination of methods. Direct microscopic examination has
long been used to identify protists in environmental samples.
This method is most suitable for planktonic organisms present
in abundance, and when samples can be readily transported
from eld to lab for analysis.

Cell abundance can be increased using separation or
enrichment. Separations including centrifugation and lter
concentration must be employed carefully because protists can
lyse under shear stress.11 Enrichment increases concentrations
gradually by cell growth in selective media. Enrichments can be
done in the lab from a eld inoculum, or in the eld using
articial habitats (see e.g. ref. 12). Enrichment can complement
other techniques and can be used qualitatively to broaden the
set of species collected. Studies using enrichment may require
laborious characterization of selectivity.

Common methods for examination of protists including
density centrifugation using the Ludox-QPS13 or Percoll-sorbitol
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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method,14 or uorescent tagging15 may involve xing proce-
dures that not only kill cells (thereby precluding observation of
live protists), but can also compromise cell integrity and cause
shrinkage.16

Different enrichment media can select for different species
and, because growth is required before protists become
observable, measured abundances will depend on both initial
abundances and variations in growth rates.

A third strategy for reconstructing protist communities is to
extract, amplify, and analyze genetic material directly from a
eld sample. Culture-independent molecular methods have
revealed extensive genetic diversity in a wide range of natural
environments,17–20 but these methods have their own limita-
tions. Protist species may be differentially recovered from
environmental samples, and genetic material can be unevenly
extracted and amplied.21 The molecular tools available to
characterize protist communities are generally inferior in
number and degree of characterization compared with molec-
ular tools for bacteria or macroscopic plants and animals.22

Despite ongoing efforts to increase the functional utility of
genomic information,23 thesemethods cannot describe physical
form, motility, grazing behavior, trophic interactions, and inter-
specic dependencies.

Microuidic devices are becoming increasingly common in
microbiology. Specic applications include characterization
of bacterial chemotaxis,24 analysis of contaminant mixing
Fig. 1 Microfluidic passive samplers were created in three variations. (A
opening from funnel-shaped side-channels arranged in parallel. (B) Anot
with ten square galleries. (C). The most complex design, “tertiary” has an
each with five heart-shaped galleries. Scale of A, B, C is 1 cm. AutoCAD
sampler used for field testing was comprised of 5 secondary in parallel,
arranged as shown. Microfluidic structures have been filled with black dy
gallery in the tertiary sampler (400�, phase contrast, scale 50 mm).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
enhancement due to bacterial motility,25 and high-throughput
methods for bacterial detection and enumeration.26 Literature
reports on the use of microuidic devices to study protists are
somewhat more limited. Prior work has employed microuidic
devices to study chemosensory behavior of Tetrahymena,27

methods for detection of Cryptosporidium in drinking water,28

vortex generation by feeding ciliates in small chambers,29

dynamics of amoeba lysis with biocide exposure,30 and restric-
tions on protist motility by microchannels and microchannel
constrictions.31,32 There have also been several reports where
protists were used to illustrate new methods for on-chip cell
handling or imaging. For example, Kumano et al.33 used protists
to demonstrate hydrodynamic trapping and Zhu et al.15 used
protists to demonstrate cell alignment for greater sensitivity in
an immunouorescent assay. Lee et al.34 used the inherent
motion of Euglena sp. to illustrate a new approach for higher-
resolution imaging.

There are few examples of microuidic devices being used
for eld-based applications involving protists. Mudanyali et al.35

created a eld-portable imaging system for uorescently-
labeled cells. Similarly, Zhu et al.36 developed a cell phone-based
system for in-eld imaging of waterborne pathogens. In both
cases, microuidics were not used for sampling, rather cells
were independently collected, stained and mounted prior to
use. Jonsson et al.37 described an aquatic sampling device using
acoustic radiation for trapping cells from water samples,
) The simplest variation, “secondary in parallel” has 10 square galleries
her variation, “secondary in series” has five identical side channels each
additional degree of branching and 48 curved channels in three sizes,
designs are available in supplemental information. (D) The composite
two secondary in series, and two small and one large tertiary samplers
e. Scale 1 cm. (E) Example micrograph of a trapped protist in a terminal

Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 8350–8357 | 8351
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including at great depth. Their device was intricate, with 10
layers in the design, and was tested exclusively in a lab setting
using beads and GFP-labeled yeast cells. To our knowledge, a
microuidic approach has never been demonstrated in the eld
as a sampling tool to characterize protist communities from
natural environments.

Here we describe the development and validation of micro-
uidic passive samplers designed to concentrate and isolate live
planktonic or benthic protists from aquatic habitats. Each
passive sampler is comprised of a network of branching
microchannels opening onto nanoliter-scale observation
galleries (Fig. 1). The size and shape of gallery entrances tends
to concentrate motile protists, just as lobster pots and sh weirs
concentrate larger aquatic organisms. When contained within
an observation gallery, protists move freely. Most of our
galleries t fully within the eld of view of a 10� objective.
Protist containment permits extended-time, high-magnication
characterization of protist morphology and other behaviors
without the need for mobility inhibitors, xatives, or stains. The
technology lends itself to both high-content and high-
throughput imaging of entrapped protists. Three variations
were successfully developed and tested, illustrating the
robustness and versatility of the approach.

Materials and procedures
Device fabrication

Microuidic passive samplers were fabricated from polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI)
using standard methods of photolithography and so lithog-
raphy as described elsewhere.38–40 Briey, master templates of
each variation were fabricated by selectively cross-linking SU-8
2025 negative photoresist (Microchem, Newton, MA) coated to a
desired thickness onto a 3 inch-diameter silicon wafer (Nova
Electronic Materials, test grade, Flower Mound, TX). Coated
wafers were selectively exposed to ultraviolet light at 50 mW
cm�2 using a chrome-on-glass photomask (Advanced Repro-
ductions, Andover, MA). The time of UV exposure increased
with photoresist height and ranged from 3.0 s to 6.1 s. Where
exposed to UV light, photoresist was chemically cross-linked
during a subsequent post-exposure bake (95 �C, 9 min). Non-
cross-linked photoresist was removed using SU-8 developer
(Microchem, Newton, MA, 15 min). Masters were washed with
isopropyl alcohol (70% v/v, Fisher Scientic, Waltham, MA) and
acetone (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientic, Waltham, MA) then
solvent was evaporated in N2 (99.0%, Airgas Inc., Salem, NH).
Photoresist heights were veried to �1 mm by prolometry
(Dektak 150, Veeco, NY).

Replicate samplers were created by casting masters in PDMS.
PDMS was mixed 10 : 1 with cross-linker and de-gassed for 20
minutes in a vacuum desiccator. Uncured PDMS was poured
over each master to a depth of 2–3 mm then cured (60 �C for at
least 3 h). Castings were peeled from the master, trimmed, and
entrance wells punched with a 2 mm diameter biopsy punch
(Miltex Inc., York, PA). PDMS was cleaned with isopropyl
alcohol, dried, and then exposed to oxygen plasma to activate
surface groups (Model PDC-32G, 18W RF Coil, Harrick Plasma,
8352 | Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 8350–8357
Ithaca, NY). Finally, PDMS was bonded feature-side down to a
methanol-cleaned, plasma-treated 2 � 3-inch glass microscope
slide in the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. Prior to deployment in
the eld, devices were lled with sterile 0.2 mm-ltered natural
waters. With the aid of capillary action, trapped air in dead-end
channels permeates out of the PDMS allowing channels to ll
with water within 10 minutes.

Laboratory microcosms

Laboratory testing of passive microuidic samplers was done
using pure cultures of marine ciliates in a seawater and sand
microcosm with the “tertiary series” variation. First, 550 g clean
sand was combined with 700 mL 2/3 ocean strength Articial
Seawater for Protozoa (ASWP)31,32 in a sterile 170 � 90 Kimax
glass dish with glass lid, autoclaved for 60 min, then held at
room temperature for 72 h to allow any cysts to excyst. The
supernatant was decanted and fresh ASWP was added, then the
microcosm was autoclaved again. Finally, the decanting,
replacing ASWP, and autoclaving steps were repeated once
more.

Next, stationary-phase cultures of live marine ciliates Cycli-
dium sp. and Euplotes vannus were washed to remove excess
bacteria then added to the microcosm. The total protist
concentrations in the microcosm was approximately 4.5 � 105

Cyclidium and 3 � 104 E. vannus cells in 700 mL. Finally, the
“tertiary series” sampler was suspended in the water column.
Protists in galleries were enumerated aer 36 h.

In some cases, bacteria in galleries were enumerated at
higher magnication. When gallery size was greater than the
eld of view, bacteria in three 50 mm � 50 mm frames were
enumerated and the average count extrapolated to the total
gallery area.

Field testing

Composite samplers congured as shown in Fig. 1D were eld
tested in the Willimantic River in northeastern Connecticut.
Samplers were placed in sediment and surface water locations 1
m, 10 m, and 60 m downstream of the University of Connecticut
wastewater treatment plant outfall (41.784N, 72.281W, near
USGS Station 1119500). Composite samplers were attached to
custom-built stainless steel holders and placed either 3 cm
below the sediment surface or 0.3 m below the water surface.
Stream depth was 1 m at the time of sampling.

Field sampling was conducted in two consecutive trials.
Samplers were placed in the eld from 08-Nov-2011 to 13-Nov-
2011, recovered, and new samplers placed from 13-Nov-2011 to
16-Nov-2011. Approximate surface water conditions during
sampling were 8 �C, pH 7.4, and dissolved oxygen concentration
6.8 mg L�1.

At recovery, composite samplers were rinsed with stream
water to remove adhering sediment from the at surfaces, but
any debris in entrance wells was retained. Entrance wells were
covered with sterile cured PDMS, and samplers were placed into
individual Petri dishes. Dishes were wrapped in paralm and
contained a small amount of sterile deionized water to prevent
water loss. Samplers were returned to the laboratory and stored
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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in the dark at 4 �C up to 24 h prior to imaging, although most of
the samplers were observed within 6–8 hours of retrieval. As the
storage time is short compared to the 72 hours of sampling
time, we are condent that most of the protists were captured
during the sampling time.

Imaging of eld-captured protists

Passive samplers were imaged directly on a fully-automated
inverted microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver.Z1 AX10) using a
programmable scanning stage and a 10� objective (Zeiss Plan-
Apochromat 10�/.45 M27) equipped with differential interfer-
ence contrast (DIC). Video images were captured at 15 frames
per second (fps) using an MRm high-speed CCD camera at a
resolution of 1388 � 1040 pixels. In some cases, higher-
magnication, higher-resolution images and videos were
collected following low-magnication scans.

Although we observed diatoms and other microalgae from
both surface water and benthic habitats, this report focuses on
non-pigmented forms. Due to the limited resolution of high-
speed image capture, only protists with a major axis >10 mm
were cataloged. For organisms of sufficient size, major and
minor axes were measured at 2.5 mm resolution from a repre-
sentative frame of the scan video. Protist heights were not
measured. For calculation of biovolume, heights were set to the
minimum of the gallery height or the measured minor axis.

Sampler designs

To illustrate the effects of sampler geometry on eld sampling
performance, three variations of microuidic passive samplers
were developed. Variations differed in the degree of branching
and in the arrangement of galleries along channels (Fig. 2). In
each case, primary channels are dened as those that open from
entry ports, and observation galleries are arranged along either
secondary or tertiary channels.

The simplest sampler variation featured ten observation
galleries arranged in parallel (Fig. 2A, “secondary in parallel”).
Each gallery was located at the end of a short entrance channel,
and the ten entrance channels are arranged in parallel along the
primary channel. Reminiscent of miniature lobster traps, each
gallery measuring 200 mm� 200 mm opens from a funnel-shaped
Fig. 2 Schematic showing degree of branching of microchannels
(blue lines) and arrangement of galleries (red circles) in the three
sampler variations. (A) In the simplest variation, observation galleries
terminate secondary channels that are arranged in series. (B) In the
next variation, observation galleries are arranged in parallel along
secondary channels arranged in series. (C) In the third variation,
observation galleries are arranged in parallel along tertiary channels
arranged in series.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
entrance channel (Fig. 1A, detail). The funnel-and-gallery design
is based on our previous work, where we found crawling marine
ciliates successfully traversed channels that narrowed gradually,
but were unable to re-enter narrow channels from a large
chamber.32 Versions of the secondary in parallel variation were
created with ve different entrance constrictions: 20, 15, 10, 5, or
2 mm wide. One copy of each version was included in the
composite sampler (Fig. 1D). Themeasured depth ofmicrouidic
features was 20 mm.

In the second variation, ten 200 mm � 200 mm galleries are
arranged in series along each of ve identical secondary chan-
nels (Fig. 2B, “secondary in series”). Gallery constrictions are
sequentially smaller, measuring 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30,
20, and 10 mm wide. The measured depth of microuidic
features was 37 mm.

The third variation featured a fern-like arrangement of eight
tertiary channels each with 5 sequentially-smaller heart-shaped
galleries arranged in series (Fig. 2C, “tertiary series”). Here,
reentrant gallery entrances are anked by lobes. The design is
reminiscent of sh weirs, which have been used for centuries to
concentrate sh in surface waters, and similar to “ratchet”
features in amicrouidic bacteria sorter.41 The tertiary channels
are curved to increase gallery area density. Two versions of the
tertiary variation were created: “large tertiary” has gallery
entrance constrictions ranging from 5 to 75 mm wide and was
fabricated 25 mm high. “Small tertiary” is an exact 2/5 scale
replica, with gallery entrance constrictions ranging from 2 to
30 mm wide and it was fabricated 10 mm high.
Results and discussion

Microuidic passive samplers act as an articial protist habitat,
enriching protists in situ, and isolating protists into individual
observation galleries. Samplers are passive. There is no uid ow
during sampling, and nomechanical or electrical components are
required. Protists move through samplers by their own motility.

Unlike other recent reports, the samplers described here
require no complex ow control20,22,41 or integrated imaging
systems.15,34,42 The drawback of this approach is the particular
geometry of the sampler creates an inherent bias, selectively
enriching certain forms based on size, shape, and locomotion
characteristics.
Protist concentration from lab microcosms

Microuidic passive samplers were effective in concentrating
protists from lab microcosms. Pure cultures of the ciliated
protist Cyclidium sp. were increased from a concentration of 600
cells per mL in a microcosm to a maximum gallery concentra-
tion of 2.3 � 108 cells per mL in the tertiary sampler (Fig. 3). In
some cases, galleries were entirely lled with protists (see movie
M1 in ESI,† and “Max Abundance” line in Fig. 3B).

Protist concentrations increased steadily in successive
galleries arranged in series (Fig. 3B). Consecutive galleries are
numbered as shown in Fig. 3: “Gallery 1” is closest to the
entrance and “Gallery 5” is the channel terminus. The average
protist concentration Gallery 1 was 3.9 � 106 cells per mL. The
Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 8350–8357 | 8353
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Fig. 3 (A) Tiled micrograph images of a portion of a “tertiary series”
sampler used for lab testing. Concentrations of Cyclidium sp. become
greatly enriched towards the 5th gallery in the series, in some cases,
completely filling the terminal gallery with protists (inset). Scale 1 mm
and 50 mm for inset. (B) Protist abundance in same-sized tertiary
channels by gallery number. The data series for the largest-sized
channels is labeled “1” and smaller channels are labeled to reflect
relative size: average and standard deviation of 18 channels in a tertiary
sampler. (C) Average bacteria abundance within six channels, two of
each size: average and standard deviation. Note log scale.
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average concentrations in the next four galleries were 6.9 � 106,
1.7 � 107, 4.6 � 107, and 1.3 � 108 cells per mL, respectively.
Concentrations of E. vannus also increased steadily in succes-
sive galleries (data not shown).

Bacteria were also enumerated in successive galleries
(Fig. 3D), and bacteria concentrations were also greatest in the
smallest terminal galleries. Overall, bacteria concentrations
were about 2 orders of magnitude higher than Cyclidium
concentrations, and the highest bacteria concentrations were
about 5 � 109 cells per mL.

Passive microuidic enrichment of motile microorganisms
has been described previously for Escherichia coli by Hulme
et al.41 These authors reported the mechanism for “ratcheting”
was the shape of microchannels, where outward-moving
bacteria are re-directed more oen than inward-moving
bacteria. In our work, enrichment may likewise result from
channel shape. Additional mechanisms resulting in concen-
tration along galleries may include chemotaxis toward higher
prey concentrations, or some form of coordinated motility
among protists, as suggested previously by Lawrence & Snyder43

and Ogata et al.44
8354 | Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 8350–8357
Although keeping the microcosm in line with the total
protist biomass, the single-species biomass available for
concentration in the microcosm is much higher than would be
found in natural environments: this microcosm contained 1.3�
104 cells per mL of Cyclidium sp., compared with 1 � 104 cells
per mL for all species of protists combined in a typical surface
water.14 The high concentration was used to demonstrate the
ratcheting effect of the samplers. Real populations would have a
diversity of sizes, shapes, and modes of motility. Thus, the
extreme efficiency of concentration achieved in individual
observation galleries in the microcosm test would be less likely
to occur during eld sampling.

When seeking to identify the efficiency of the devices, an
experiment, like that of the lab microcosm mentioned previ-
ously, was undertaken with the main variable being the
concentration of the microbes in starting solution.

The samplers of the small tertiary variation were put in 9
different cultures of Cyclidium sp. in ASWP. The concentration
of the cultures was modied by varying the amounts of carbon
available. A range of Cyclidium sp. concentrations in the
cultures varied from 2.1 � 103 cells per mL to 2.7 � 104 cells per
mL. The amount of captured organisms in the sampler aer 24
hours (Fig. S1†) had no correlation with the concentration of the
cultures it was placed in. The average amount of organisms
captured per sampler was 223 with a standard deviation of 125.
A hypothesis for this is that the samplers may have “capture
capacity” or a maximum ux of organisms based on the
entrance size. This leads to the conclusion that over a certain
period of time the sampler, although able to trap and concen-
trate under short-term conditions, may possibly come to equi-
librium with the surrounding environment. This would allow
for long-term experimentation and continuous monitoring of
natural environments as the ecosystem develops around the
sampler.

An experiment was conducted wherein 20 samplers,
secondary in series variation, were placed in natural marine
sediment. The samplers were observed, counted, and reposi-
tioned each day for 4 days (Table S1†). Baiting the samplers with
algae was also employed. The protists within the sampler were
compared with protists captured using conventional methods
such as ltration. It was revealed that the relative abundance of
species differed. It was seen that Holosticha sp. and Prostome sp.
were much more likely to be represented than that of Strombi-
dium sulcatum when compared to the actual abundance within
the sediment sample, although no more than a 20% difference
in any case. Themechanism for this bias is unknown and would
be an avenue for further study. Thus this method would be
better suited when studying an ecosystem's species richness
rather than relative abundance.
Field-sampling and imaging of live protists

Field testing was performed using composite samplers
comprised of all sampler variations (Fig. 1D). High-content
imaging is facilitated by protist isolation. Composite samplers
were comprised of hundreds of individual galleries. The excess
number of galleries means trapped protists tend to be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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distributed individually in galleries. In our eld test, 82% of
protists cataloged were observed alone, 13% were observed in a
group of two, and 5% were observed in groups of three or more.
The maximum group size was seven protists. This shows the
high degree of sample isolation that may occur within the
device, for easy reference, cataloging, or observation.

Protists contained in galleries can be observed over extended
periods. In both lab and eld trials, we have routinely observed
live protists for 48–72 hours, similar to durations achieved by
other trapping mechanisms.33 In some cases entrapped protists
from laboratory cultures remained viable for up to 2 weeks if
protected against desiccation and if the buffer was periodically
refreshed.

In our work, approximately 9960 galleries were imaged
within 24 hours of retrieval on each of two sample retrieval
dates. Due to the short storage time, protist reproduction was
possible but limited. It was only observed once during the entire
sampling procedure. High-speed scanning is facilitated by the
compact, xed arrangement of galleries along a single focal
depth. Rapid sample processing avoids sample deterioration. At
15 fps, there was ample opportunity to image each individual
protist in multiple orientations, thereby capturing motility
characteristics of live protists. Such information is seldom
available with other sampling methods but can greatly aid
identication. Representative frames (Fig. S2†) illustrate the
quality of images collected during fast acquisition and used for
cataloging individual protists.

Composite samplers can be scanned in as little as 5 minutes
based on currently-available high-speed imaging capabilities.
An automated system with referenced gallery positions could
further reduce the time needed for scanning. Additionally,
cataloging and image recognition soware42 could be employed
to reduce operator bias and reduce image acquisition time.
Fig. 4 Sizes of trapped protists versus sampler constriction dimen-
sions. Cross-sectional areas of individual protists plotted against the
area of the entrance constriction of the gallery where they were found.
Protists are stacked on each position to show abundance of protists
and range of sizes found. Relative constriction sizes are shown by the
open boxes along the axis and are on the same scale as the approxi-
mate 3D reconstructions of protists. Some protists are apparently
larger than the constrictions they have passed, suggesting exceptional
ability to squeeze through narrow openings.
Sampler performance

Composite samplers were deployed in consecutive eld trials to
each of three locations in a Connecticut stream in both water
column and sediment habitats. In the rst trial, a total of 78
protists were collected from surface water, and 83 protists were
collected from sediment. In the second trial, 139 protists were
collected from surface water and 76 protists were collected from
sediment (Table S2†). Protist counts in consecutive sampling
trials differed by a factor of 2 for surface water and by 10% for
sediment. This sampling technology is an enrichment method,
and therefore should not be considered quantitative without
extensive characterization of enrichment efficiency. However,
repeat sampler performance at the same site provides an indi-
cation of the reproducibility of the sampling method.

The accumulation of protists was also consistent between
the three sites along the river and the two habitat types (Table
S1†). Overall, 58% of protists were captured from surface water
and 42% from sediment. Among the three locations, 33% were
found at Site 1, 37% at Site 2, and 30% at Site 3.

Sampling performance in terms of the number and size of
captured protists differed widely with sampler variation. The
majority of protists were found in tertiary samplers. Overall,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
40% of protists were found in large tertiary samplers, 30% were
found in small tertiary samplers, 25% were found in secondary
in series samplers and the remaining 5% were found in
secondary in parallel samplers (Table S3†).

The secondary in parallel variation collected the fewest total
protists, but had the highest chamber occupancy rate. For an
example of protists trapped in this gallery form, seemovie M2 in
the ESI.† Of approximately 600 total galleries from secondary in
parallel samplers, 16% contained a protist. The next highest
occupancy rate was 5.2% for the large tertiary device. The
secondary in series and small tertiary devices each had a gallery
occupancy rate below 2%. The fraction of occupied galleries has
implications for the scan time required to search for protists
among empty galleries while lower abundance may prolong
survival time of protists in galleries.

Each sampler variation and version featured a different
range of gallery constriction sizes. Biovolumes are plotted
against the cross-sectional area of the gallery constriction for
each sampler variation (Fig. 4). All sampler varieties captured at
least one protist across the entire range of entrance constric-
tions created. For example, the secondary in parallel variation
captured protists in at least one of the observation galleries
connected to each constriction size across the entire 40–400
mm2 range of entrance constriction sizes.

The secondary in series variation contained the broadest
range of protist biovolumes. Protists with biovolumes ranging
from 130 to 740 000 mm3 were captured in different galleries in
this sampler version.
Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 8350–8357 | 8355
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The small tertiary samplers with gallery entrance constric-
tions ranging from 20 to 300 mm2 were effective in capturing the
smaller protists. These protists had cross-sectional areas
ranging from 26 to 923 mm2. Large tertiary samplers with gallery
entrance constrictions ranging from 125 to 1875 mm2 captured
protists with cross-sectional areas ranging from 26 to 4334 mm2.
Large tertiary devices contained about 50% more protists than
secondary in series devices in about 50% less total gallery
volume.

The variability in protist sizes found within the even indi-
vidual galleries was due to both the shape and size of
constrictions and size, shape, plasticity and motility mode of
protists. For an illustration of a variable range of protist forms
found in a single gallery, see movie M3 in the ESI.† Nearly one-
quarter of protists had cross-sectional areas >150% of the cross-
sectional area of the gallery constriction. Nearly 3% of protists
were observed in galleries with entrance constrictions 5 times
smaller than their estimated ellipsoid cross-sectional area.
Protists with cross-sectional areas signicantly larger than
gallery entrance were observed and imaged for extended periods
(for an example of a protist trapped within a gallery due to a
small constriction, see movie M4 in ESI†).
Limitations, implementation, and extensions

The samplers described here can be placed in a range of
different habitats, including seawater or freshwater, and in
water column or sediment. Devices can also be deployed for
short times or extended periods. Unlike other reports,15,34,36,37

our samplers require no post-processing, staining or xing of
specimens. No sampler maintenance or monitoring was
required. Upon retrieval, live protists are already contained
within an observation cell that can be placed directly on a
microscope.

Protists may be differentially accumulated, or may differ-
entially survive, within sampler galleries. From our testing, we
suspect the devices described in this report may be best suited
to surface-associated crawling ciliates, which are found in
both benthic and pelagic habitats, including the surfaces of
suspended ocs and other solids. Protist sampling biases of
current variations are unknown without further testing.
Development of adapted sampler geometries that favor the
truly pelagic protists, such as the ciliates responsible for
much of the planktonic herbivory in oceans and lakes, is
ongoing.

Initial experimentation on protists also suggests a maximum
“capture capacity” for individual samplers may exist. As a result,
sampler variations described here may be better suited for
characterizing relative community composition and species
richness versus quantitatively determining abundance.

Future work can implement microuidic passive samplers in
a range of different environments. These environments may
include wastewater treatment plants, the deep ocean, or surface
waters during a harmful algal bloom. In selecting a sampler
variation for a particular application, the sampler features
should be matched to the application's requirements. For
example, the simplest sampler geometry, the secondary in
8356 | Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 8350–8357
parallel design, is well suited to characterize the protist
community in wastewater treatment plants. More than 175
species of ciliates have been reported from wastewater,
including large species including Amphileptus, Euplotes, and
Carchesium spp.45 The secondary in parallel variation offers high
occupancy rates and entrance sizes that can be tailored to the
protist forms that indicate good process performance of aerobic
digestion in wastewater treatment.

In deep sea environments, a variety of novel ciliate forms
have been observed, including lineages not previously
described in surface waters. Where little is known about a
protist community, the secondary in series variation offers
features suited to initial characterization. This sampler varia-
tion offers the advantages of a large volumetric capacity suitable
for extended sampling, and a broad range of entrance sizes for
collecting a wide distribution of protist sizes.

Monitoring of potential bloom species of dinoagellates
(e.g. Dinophysis spp.) currently involves frequent sampling
and microscopy or expensive in situ ow cytometer instru-
ments (e.g. Campbell et al. 2010 ref. 46). Our devices, deployed
in situ, may serve to concentrate bloom species before they
attain high abundance in the water column. The large
concentrating effect and compact gallery composition of the
tertiary variation could make this sampler the ideal choice for
this application.

Integration of passive sampling with imaging in situ will
further enhance performance. For example, automated imaging
would eliminate the need for skilled operators to periodically
observe protists in situ for characterization of wastewater
performance.47 Integrated sampler/imaging systems could be
deployed to extreme environments using deep ocean “gliders”
to build sea plankton and protist inventories. Systems affixed to
buoys could remain in place over long periods and provide early
warning of periodic events such as harmful algal blooms.
Finally, advanced imaging techniques such as axially distrib-
uted sensing48 could be incorporated to allow live organisms to
be visualized with high resolution and in 3D, possibly in the
eld.

Use of these samplers in conjunction with molecular geno-
mics techniques such as sequencing, uorescence in situ
hybridization, and analysis of gene expression patterns could
further delineate linkages between form and function for indi-
vidual protists in diverse ecosystems.

Microuidic devices may also be cost-effective as a tool for K-
12 education. PMDS microuidic devices have a total materials
cost of around $1 each. While production of masters using
photolithography requires specialized equipment and skills,
masters may be ordered from fabrication vendors, or fabricated
more easily using 3D printing for large designs.

The samplers described here offer many advantages over
existing methods, but they also have some limitations. Like all
environmental sampling methods, the inherent selectivity and
bias of microuidic passive samplers must be carefully char-
acterized for each application. This research offers a starting
point in the development of a family of microuidic passive
samplers tailored for different applications through further
testing and development.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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